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	Pro Access 2010 Development, 9781430235781 (1430235780), Apress, 2011

	Microsoft Access is a unique platform that enables rapid development of database applications. It has
	been a long-time favorite of both developers and end users for creating single-user and small-scale office
	automation solutions. Recent improvements have made it a viable choice for enterprise-class
	applications as well. In this book, I’ll show you how to take advantage of all the great features that Access
	2010 has to offer. I think you’ll find it surprisingly easy to build full-featured applications.


	Pro Access 2010 Development is a fundamental resource for developing business applications that take advantage of the features of Access 2010 and the many sources of data available to your business. In this book, you'll learn how to build database applications, create Web-based databases, develop macros and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) tools for Access applications, integrate Access with SharePoint and other business systems, and much more.
	
	Using a practical, hands-on approach, this book will take you through all the facets of developing Access-based solutions, such as data modeling, complex form development, and user interface customizations. You'll then deploy your solution to the web and integrate it with other external data sources. This book is full of handy tricks to help you get the most out of what Access has to offer, including its comprehensive set of features and tools for collecting, using, and acting on business data, whether your data is in Access or stored on another platform. You'll also see how to smoothly integrate your applications with SQL Server databases and other Office programs, such as Outlook.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to build business applications that integrate local data, web-generated data, and data available from SQL Server and other sources
	
		How to develop VBA routines and macros to enhance the automation of your database
	
		How to deploy databases to your users and "web-ify" your application for access from anywhere
	
		How to secure access to your data and maintain its integrity
	
		How to integrate Access with SharePoint and other business applications



	Who this book is for


	This book is for intermediate to advanced Access developers who want to get up to speed with the new features available in Access 2010. Experienced Access users who want to begin developing code-based applications and project solutions in Access will also find this book useful.
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Core Python Programming (Prentice Hall Ptr Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2000
Python is an Internet and systems programming language that is soaring in popularity in today's fast-paced software development environment, and no wonder: it's   simple (yet robust), object-oriented (yet can be used as a procedural language), extensible, scalable and features an easy to learn syntax that is clear and concise.   Python combines the...

		

Compiler Design (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1995
Provides a comprehensive, modern approach to the design and construction of compilers. Includes in-depth coverage of compiler generation methods for lexical, syntax and semantic analysis.

       About the Author
      
Reinhard Wilhelm is Professor of Computer Science at the University of the Saarland in...

		

Handbook of GlaucomaCRC Press, 2001

	Glaucoma is not a single disease that responds to a single treatment. A range of clinical entities is involved, including both ocular and systemic conditions. Glaucoma is difficult to diagnose, and that makes its treatment even more difficult. In this volume, the authors attempt to alleviate confusion about glaucoma. They have written a clear...





	

MCSA/MCSE: Exchange Server 2003 Implementation and Management Study Guide (Exam 70-284)Sybex, 2004
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the Implementing and Managing  Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 exam (70-284). This Study Guide was developed to  meet the exacting requirements of today’s certification candidates. In addition  to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that earned Sybex the  “Best Study...


		

Modular Java: Creating Flexible Applications with OSGi and SpringPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
The secret weapon for attacking complexity in any project is to break it down into smaller, cohesive, and more easily digestible pieces.  With Modular Java, you can easily develop applications that are more flexible, testable, maintainable, and comprehensible.
  
  Modular Java is a pragmatic guide to developing modular...

		

Cloud Computing Virtualization Specialist Complete Certification Kit - Study Guide Book and Online CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
The opportunities provided by Cloud Computing solutions allowed for significant growth within an industry that continues to mature and develop at a rapid pace.
  The primary goal of this book and course is to provide the quality education and support materials needed to enable the understanding and application of Cloud Computing in a wide-range...
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